Primary metabolism affects all phenotypical traits of filamentous fungi. Particular examples include reacting to extracellular stimuli, producing precursor molecules required for cell division and morphological changes as well as providing monomer building blocks for production of secondary metabolites and extracellular enzymes. In this review, all annotated genes from four Aspergillus species have been examined. In this process, it becomes evident that 80^96% of the genes (depending on the species) are still without verified function. A significant proportion of the genes with verified metabolic functions are assigned to secondary or extracellular metabolism, leaving only 2^4% of the annotated genes within primary metabolism. It is clear that primary metabolism has not received the same attention in the post-genomic area as many other research areasçdespite its role at the very centre of cellular function. However, several methods can be employed to use the metabolic networks in tandem with comparative genomics to accelerate functional assignment of genes in primary metabolism. In particular, gaps in metabolic pathways can be used to assign functions to orphan genes. In this review, applications of this from the Aspergillus genes will be examined, and it is proposed that, where feasible, this should be a standard part of functional annotation of fungal genomes.
INTRODUCTION
The research in primary metabolism in filamentous fungi has a long and proud history. Perhaps the most known example is the groundbreaking research in the genetics of folic acid biosynthesis in Neurospora crassa published by Beadle and Tatum in the early 1940s [1, 2] . This work eventually led to the formulation of the Nobel prize-awarded 'one gene-one enzyme' hypothesis.
Identification and characterization of genes involved in primary metabolism has made significant progress since then, not least in the genus of Aspergillus, employed for the production of primary metabolites since the 1930s [3] . With the introduction of Aspergillus nidulans as a model for eukaryotic cell development by Guido Pontecorvo in the 1950s [4] , functional genetics has been pushed forward. For the Aspergillus genus as a whole, it can be argued that the study of primary metabolism is of particular importance for all of the phenotypes and applications of Aspergilli. A thorough and holistic understanding of primary metabolism is a necessary basis for understanding physiology-based regulatory responses impacting other traits. Prime examples are processes related to cellular morphology, the life cycle and cell cycle of the cells, but also other traits associated with growth and development in general, e.g. secondary metabolism, enzyme secretion for degradation of extracellular nutrients.
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namely, Aspergillus oryzae-a traditional food fermenter [5] , Aspergillus fumigatus-arguably one of the world's most lethal fungal pathogens [6, 7] , Aspergillus niger-an industrial workhorse for enzyme production and primary metabolism [8] and A. nidulans-the primary model organism of the genus [4, 9] . These four species represent the main areas of diversity in the applications of Aspergilli.
OVERVIEW OF FUNCTIONAL ANNOTATION OFASPERGILLUS SPECIES DEMONSTRATES SPECIES-SPECIFIC FOCUS AREAS FOR GENE CHARACTERIZATION
To thoroughly examine the status of the characterization of Aspergillus genes, annotation data were extracted from the world's currently most comprehensive and extensively curated database of Aspergillus genomics, the AspGD.org [10] . Figure 1 below summarizes the review of these data.
In general, the percentage of uncharacterized genes in these four Aspergilli is still high. Even for the most characterized model organism, A. nidulans, there are >80% uncharacterized genes, whereas the industrial species A. niger and A. oryzae have >96% uncharacterized genes. These percentages are high and illustrate the necessity for further characterization of the genes of these fungi. For comparison, the genome of the world's most characterized microbe-Escherichia coli-has been estimated to be 34% uncharacterized, whereas mouse-Mus musculus-is comparable with A. niger and A. oryzae, in that 96% of the genes are still uncharacterized [11] .
The phenotype and application of the fungus affects the direction of the research conducted in the organism, and therefore also the types of genes characterized. As Figure 1 clearly shows, the two cell factories A. oryzae and A. niger have a higher percentage of the characterized genes within metabolism. Aspergillus niger has-due to applications within citric acid production-been a model for characterization of much of central metabolism. The genetics and physiology behind the citric acid fermentation has been addressed in several reviews. Reference [12] can be recommended in particular.
When examining the characterized genes, it is significant that 50% of the characterized genes involved in metabolism, are not in primary metabolism. For A. oryzae, this is as high as 80%. The majority of these are within secondary metabolism (the synthesis of bioactive compounds not essential to growth) and extracellular enzymes -both categories extensively reviewed by others previously [13] [14] [15] and in other reviews in this issue. These categories have been the object of more focused efforts leading to the verification of the function of a number of genes comparable with those found in the entire diversity of primary metabolism. Considering the diversity of the metabolic pathways in primary metabolism, primary metabolism in Aspergilli has been relatively neglected.
The disparity between the characterization of primary versus the remaining parts of metabolism is to a large extent driven by genomics. The majority of the characterization of genes in Aspergillus primary metabolism has been conducted prior to the publication of the relevant genomes (as can be summarized by metabolic networks for A. nidulans, A. oryzae and A. niger [16] [17] [18] ). While not large in numbers, it should be emphasized that some highly relevant work on crucial catabolic pathways has been made in recent years (see e.g. refs [19, 20] where 'missing links' in sugar catabolism are discovered). In contrast, the number of genes with assigned functions in secondary metabolism and secreted enzymes has exploded with the publication of the genomes [6, [21] [22] [23] . While the detailed description of this is out of scope for this review (see other articles in this issue), the common features of secondary metabolism and secreted enzymes for polysaccharide degradations make them highly suited for functional genomics approaches and algorithms in bioinformatics [14, [24] [25] [26] [27] .
NETWORK APPROACHES TO FUNCTIONAL GENOMICS OF PRIMARY METABOLISM
In many ways, the diversity of fungal primary metabolism (a wealth of catabolic pathways, capability to biosynthesize all important vitamins and cofactors) is what makes the primary metabolism of filamentous fungi fascinating and worthy of further study. This diversity of function is, however, also what makes high-throughput annotation of metabolic genes difficult compared with the more homogenous types of enzymes found in secondary metabolism and secreted carbohydrate-active enzymes. Both groups concern a more homogeneous set of substrates and products. One saving feature that still makes primary metabolism especially well suited for functional genomics is the knowledge of biosynthetic pathways accumulated from other microbes or even plants or animals. Curated and systematic versions of these networks can be accessed in general pathway databases, such as KEGG [28] or the MetaCyc/BioCyc databases [29] . Using the network for annotation can also alleviate the problem that function inferred by sequence homology (as employed in the above databases) can be misleading. Experience shows that manual curation, supplemented with experimental evidence, is still required for absolute accuracy. This can be employed in post-genomic functional genomic set-ups, where underlying metabolic network should provide a scaffold for annotation, e.g. one can assume that all enzymes in an essential pathway should be present in the genome, and use that knowledge to find best gene candidates for all steps in the pathway [30] . Recent publications have shown that is possible to automate this process for fungal species, and generate high-quality gapless metabolic networks [31] . These information-heavy network-based approaches holds a lot of promise for improving the annotation of current genomes in the Aspergilli, and should also be a preferred method for the initial annotation of primary metabolism genes in future genomes from fungal species. Notable examples are studies where the primary metabolism has been reconstructed and used to assign function to orphan genes. One such study is the metabolic reconstruction of A. nidulans, where function was tentatively assigned to 472 orphan genes, increasing the number of genes included in the model to 666 [16] . A similar model for A. oryzae includes tentative and verified annotation of 1314 genes [17] . Finally, a reconstruction of the A. niger metabolic network includes 871 genes [18] . An alternative reconstruction of the metabolic network of A. niger includes a larger (although not fully specified) number of genes [32] . However, based on experience from current ongoing efforts with updating and improving the A. niger iMA871 model [18] by the author and co-workers, these numbers will change significantly when developments in annotation and gene calling are included. More recently published modelling and network reconstruction efforts in other fungi such as N. crassa confirm this trend towards being able to identify more genes [33] .
Other notable efforts are efforts using comparative genomics across multiple species to define the most likely candidates for a given gene function. A prime example of this is the work by Flipphi and coworkers [34] , where genes for central metabolism were examined in eight different Aspergillus/ Neosartorya species. This allowed the assignment of gene candidates for 155 enzymatic functions in each of the species.
CONCLUSION
It is argued that research in primary metabolism in these fungi-although highly important-has decreased, in particular compared with efforts within secondary and extracellular metabolism. However, the application of functional genomics to the study of Aspergillus species should accelerate gene identification in primary metabolism and make it possible to continue to provide crucial understanding in this topic. In particular, approaches based on the topology of metabolic networks in tandem with 'omics'-based analysis of the fungi hold a great promise for continuing this development.
Key points
Less than 20% of the genes of Aspergillus species are characterized. Only a fraction of the characterized genes are within primary metabolism. Relatively few new genes within primary metabolism are being characterized. Holistic application of metabolic networks is a feasible way of functional genomics for a large number of genes within primary metabolism.
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